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You can also check the Stunning and Pro-Master
Firmware versions. If your Avid version is a
downloadable standalone iLok or Pro Tools
version, check the version number at the

bottom of the screen. If its an upgrade of the
standalone product, check your software

download link and match it with the Firmware
version. If you cant find them, then its another

iLok error. The only other method you have is to
buy a new iLok. Others wont save your day. Its
very easy, go to the Sweetwater Avid Master

Account/Apple ID/Software License then click on
the “Login” button.Once there, click the “Update
now” button and then select iLok, Pro Tools, or
multi-system. And, then find your serial number
on the list of licenses you can select from and
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that will be your activation. It can be a lot of
frustration when one gets into a problem they

cant solve. And by that, we mean even after all
this hard work. Please be informed that missing
Pro Tools 10 iLok authorization or activation, the

most common one for most people, can be
caused by incorrect installation, virus attacks or

Windows errors. Maybe, the reason is the
installation of a new application that created
lots of unallocated space on your hard drive.
Sometimes, a problem is caused by system

registries and configuration files that are being
corrupted or damaged. This happens when one
runs an incomplete software uninstall or install.
Sometimes, an error can be caused by a virus

that is detected in your system. Hence, it can be
annoying because sometimes the error,

especially a missing iLok license, can be caused
by your antivirus or even if your hard drive has
a problem. But, if you still are unable to solve
the error, you can do a system restore, which
will help restore your previous settings and

remove some of the problems, which is the last
resort.
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